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Selling
by Liana Christensen

Thousands of kilometres of
isolated coastline, numerous
deserted airstrips, lack of radar
surveillance: the same factors
which make W.A.'s Northwest a
drug importer's haven also
facilitate the less sensationalised
crimes of poaching and
smuggling wildlife.

Trafficking in native fauna is
an extremely attractive criminal
proposition. It is as lucrative as
drugs - some estimate an
annual turnover in excess of
$40 million - and it is far less
risky. Large operations,
including the Mafia, are believed
to be involved in both activities.
Having established a safe route,
they set up a 'conveyor belt'
moving drugs into the country
and sending wildlife out. In a
telephone interview reported in
The Bulhtin, ex-Mafia boss
Vincent Teresa claimed ihat bird
smuggling was 'a racket that is
iust geiting bigger and bigger'.

Smuggling is one of the major
problems facing our State's 32
wildlife officers. In the
Northwest, some wildlife
officers are responsible for
districts covering hundreds of
thousands of square kilometres.
They work in close connection
with the local police, as well as
federal police and customs
officers. Typically, a wildlife
officer will make ten-day patrols
- which often stretch into two
weeks because of problems with
terrain or weather - checking
known or likely trouble spots.

A Dangerous fob
A wildlife officer's work is

often difficult, and sometimes

Lo^dscope.
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